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Why? 
 
The project was started because most 
maps and geodata you think of as free 
actually have legal or technical 
restrictions on their use, holding back 
people from using them in creative, 
productive or unexpected ways. In a flyer 
like this we would not be allowed to print 
them, for example. Plus, they're often not 
current or complete. Errors are fixed only 
slowly. 
 
The most important difference with 
OpenStreetMap is you get the map data, 
not just the map images created from 
that data. You need the actual data if you 
want to create your own maps or use the 
data on a variety of devices in other 
ways. Because of this, OpenStreetMap 
has volunteers, like you and me, 
collecting raw data themselves, world-
wide, sometimes as a team and 
sometimes on their own. 
 
With our own data we become 
independent of commercial providers.  

 

How? 
 
The map data for OpenStreetMap is 
collected in various ways. The most 
common method is recording tracks from 
journeys using a GPS device similar to 
SatNav. The GPS receiver stores the 
current position every second and 
produces a breadcrumb track of the 
route you have walked, ridden or driven. 
 
While the GPS logs the current position, 
the volunteer (we call them mappers) 
notes down important information and 
features like street names, bus stops, 
post boxes, churches, schools and pubs, 
etc.. Mappers use a notepad, 
Dictaphone, or digital camera to collect 
this information. Later at the computer, 
the mapper re-draws over the GPS 
tracks and augments the new data with 
the other information. The results are 
then uploaded to the central project 
database where they can immediately be 
used by anyone who wishes to. Most 
data can also be visible seen on the 
projects default online map within an 
hour or two. 

Intrigued? 
 
Why not come along to one of our mapping events. Our next Midlands event is at The 
Public in Sandwell on Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th April. No prior experience required and 
no cost to take part. We can even loan out a GPS unit for those that want to have a go. For 
more info go to: http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Mappa_Mercia  
 
More info? 
Midlands local OpenStreetMap project group: www.mappa-mercia.org 
More about OpenStreetMap: http://wiki.openstreetmap.org 
Or get in touch by email: team@mappa-mercia.org 

 
OpenStreetMap data is available under the Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 
licence. There are no usage restrictions which means you can use OpenStreetMap data for 
whatever purpose you like. Works that are based on OpenStreetMap data inherit the licence. 
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